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The status of instruments  suitable  for the measureanent of the 
meteorological  factofs  conducive to afrcraft  icing  is  reviewed. The 
meteorological  factors to be evaluated are listed, and  tentative 
values  for the desired and acceptable  accuracy  of  measurement  for 
each  factor are suggested. 
Nine instruments which appear to be the most pramism for the 
procurement of the meteorological'data  are discussed with respect to 
the quantities  they measure, principle of  operation, range and accw 
racy, duration  of a s ing le  reading, and advantages and  disadvantages 
associated with their use. Reccamnendstians are  presented for the 
continued  research  and  develqpment of icing  meteorological  instruments. 
The design of thermal ice-prevention  equipment  for airplanes 
has progressed to a state  where  a knowledge of the phyeical chmac- 
teristics of icing  clouds  is  required  (references 1.and 2). Consid- 
erable  flight  research fn natural  icing  conditions  has already been 
accomplished by the WCA with the aim of providing the necessary 
data. Some of the RACA results obtained in this  field =e presented 
in references 3 and 4, and reference 5 preseats a discussion of the 
important  meternological  factors  conducive to aircraft  icing and 
suggests values for  these  factors to be considered in the  aesign  of 
ice-prevention  equipment. 
~- ~~ ~ -~~ ~
'Meteorologist, U. S. Weather Bureau,  assigned to the Ames 
~~~ ~ 
Aeronautical  Laboratory  for  collaboration on NACA icing  research. 
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Although the research which has been completed provides a 
good basis for  an initial understanding of the physical charac- 
t e r i s t i c s  of icing conditiom, cormiderably more meteorological 
data must be obtained in  order to   es tabl ish,  with reasonable accuc 
racy, the probable ranges and re lat ive frequencies of values of the 
pertinsnt factors. One of the most serious problems encountered in  
the investigation of the meteorological factor6 conducive t o  air- 
craft icing has been the procurement of suitable instrumentation. ' 
For basic or f u d k n t a l  research in the field, the principal 
physical characteristfcs of an iclng cloud which, ideally, would 
be measured continuously and simultmeowly may be l ie ted as 
(1) 1iquid"water content, (2) free-air temperature, (3 )  alt i tude,  
(4)  average drop diameter, ( 5 )  ma~imum drop diamster, and ( 6 )  d r o p  
size distribution. Filling out the framework eertabliehed by the 
results of the basic research w i l l  require the procurement of data 
in sufficient quantlt ies to be applicable t o   s t a t i s t i c a l  analysis. 
For such a statist ical  investigation, a continuous, correlated 
record of liquid-water content, free-air temperature, and al t i tude 
would represent the minimum requirements. The addition of a record- 
ing of average drop diameter t o  these three Items would be very 
desirable, and the further  addition of recorded maximum drop s ize  
would complete the s ta t is t ical   p ic ture .  
This report presents t h e  results of a review of available 
meteorological instrumsnts, or measurement techniques, to segregate 
those devices which had ei ther  produced the beet result8  or showed 
the most  promiee. It was originaily prepared for  the Oct. 18, 1948 
meeting of the W A  Subconrmittee on Icing Problem, for   the purpose 
of establishing the status of the development of icing mteorolog- 
i c a l  inatrumentfl and t o  serve as a basie for recomrnendations 
concerning future development. I n  its present form, the report 
incorporates the helpful commente of the Subconrmittee members. 
Appreciation is also extended. t o  Dr. H. G. Houghton of the 
Maaaachusetts Inet i tute  of Technology md Dr. Vincent J. Schaefer 
of the General Electric Company f o r  providing suggestions and 
information during the preparation of the initial report  for  the 
Subcodt tee .  In several imtanceB, the comments by ftr. Eoughton 
and Dr. SchaefeP constltuted the main source of information. 
Estimated maxirmmt values of the perbiuent meteorological 
factors f o r  various possible icirq conditione are  presented i n  
table I of reference 5. A study of t h i s  table proviizes an indication 
of the required range of any proposed icing meteorological instrument. 
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The desired  accuracy  is somewhat difficult  to  state, since reliable 
meteorological instqments are not  available in sufficient  quantity 
to allow the  investigator to be exacting. Ih order  to  provide an 
approxirmte  yardstick of the  order of accuracy that ie coneidered 
necessary and reasonable,  however, two values will be  assigned  to 
each of the  pertinent  meteorological factors. The fir& value, 
termd "acceptable,"  represents  the  estimated maxlmmn tolerable 
error  that an inetrurnent could have Etnd still  provide ueeful data. 
The second  value  termed  "desirable"  represents  the minimum error 
that  appears  reasonable and practical to specify,  considering  the 
limitations of existing  imtruments, human errom, and present 
intended m e  of the  data. 
Item 
racy 
liquid-water  content 
ldropeize distribution, 
+IO$ k4-0 $ +IO$ *30$ maximum  drop  diameter 
*lOg *35 $ i305 average drop diameter 
+200 ft + y m  ft *loo f t  +300 ft altitude 
*20 P +50 F F +3* F fre-ir  temperature 
f105 f25 5 *% *15k 
alaav *3.0$ *lo$ +50$ *15$ 
1 a roat-msan-equare deviation of volume distribution 
" kv average  drop dimter baeed on volume of drops 
The following pages  present a review  of  the nine most  promising 
icing  instruments.  Wherever  possible, a picture  of  the  instrument 
under  consideration has been  included.  The  instrument  descriptions 
have been  minimized,  but in each  case a reference  which  contains  the 
detailed  information has been  listed. 
Rotating  Cylinders 
Factors measured.- The meteorological  factors  which  can be 
computed from rotating-cylinder  data are liquid-water  content, 
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meas-effective drop diameter,* &nd dr-ize distribution. 
Principle of operation and description.- Operation of the 
instrument is based on the  fact  that when a cylinder moves through 
a cloud, the amount of wetter  intercepted per unit projected area is 
dependent on the diameter of the cylinder and the s i z e  of the cloud 
drops. The collection efficiency of cylinders, defined as the ratio 
of the amount of water intercepted  to the amount of water originally 
contained in the volume swept out, has been calculated (reference 6) 
and is thus a known function of drop diameter, cylinder diameter, 
airspeed, temperature, and pressure. Collection efficiency increases 
with increasing drop diameter, decreasing cylinder diameter, and 
increasing airspeed. By m e a n s  of these relationships, the liquid- 
water content, me-ffective drop dfameter, and d r o p s i z e  dietrib- 
tfon can be cdculated f rom the weights of ice  collected during the 
simultaneous exposure of a series of cylinders of different diameters. 
The methods of calculation are described in references 6 and 7. 
The rotating-cylinder instrument used by the knee Aeronautical 
Laboratory w a s  comprised of four cylinders of +, l-l/b-, 1/2-, and 
l/&inch diameters, each 5 inches  long. (See fig. 1. ) The cylfnders 
were joined together coaxially and the camplete unit wae extended 
into the air stream and ro ta ted   a t  about 20 revolutions per minute 
during a. measured exposure period. After exposure the aesembly was 4 
disassembled asd the cylinders stored separately in airtight containers 
which were la te r  weighed t o  determine the amount of ice collected. 
R a n a e  and accuracy.- Although the  rotating-cylinder  instrment 
provides data from which the liquid-water content, membeffective 
drop diameter, and dropsize di6tribution can all be evaluated, the 
accuracy with which each factor  is  determined is different. In 
general, the method provides good average values of liquid-.we;ter 
content, good t o  fair values of m e w f f e c t i v e  drap diameter, and 
fair t o  unusable values of d r o p e i z e  distribution. 
The calculation of liquid-wcrter cmtent is accaurplished by an 
extrapolation f r o m  the values of water intercepted per unit area 
t o  obtain the rate of water interceptim for a body having a 
collection efficiency of 100 percent. The amount of extrapolation 
i e  small since the  collection  efficiency of the l/&inch cylinder i e  
over 90 percent in most cases. Moreover, the curves from reference 6 
~ ~~ 
2The amount of water in all of the drops of a diemeter greater than 
the mean-effective drop diameter is equal t o  the amount of water 
in all of the drops of nmnller diameter. 
~~ 
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provide a 60Wd basis for the  extrapolation,  hence  the  resulting 
values of liqui&water  content m e  reliable and fairly accurate over 
the  entire  range  of  conditions  encountered  in  icing  clouds.  It  is 
estimated that the  four-cylinder  apparatus as employed by the Ames 
Aeronautical Uboratory provides values of average liqui&+m,ter 
Content  accurate  to 25 percent. The agreement  between  this anrage 
value and the  actual d u e  at any instant  is, of course,  dependent 
upon  the  uniformity of the  cloud. 
The mean-effective drop diameter  is  determined froan the 
variation of amount of water  intercepted per unit  area with cylinder 
diameter,  hence  the  accuracy of t h e  reeult  depends on t h e  amount of 
this  variation. For ~ l n a l l  values of drop diametar  the  variation  is 
considerable but as the drop  size inoreaees and the collection 
efficiency of all of t he  cylinders  approaches  unity,  the  variation 
in collection  efficiency  with cylinder diameter becmes anaaller. 
The useful range of  the  instrument  is llmited to values of drop 
diameter  for  which  the  difference  between  the  amount of water inter- 
cepted  per  unit  area by the largest and snkllest  cylinders Fe 
significantly  greater than t he  er ror  in the determination of the 
amount of water intercepted by each  cylinder. 
7h order  to  obtain a indication of the  order  of  m€tgnitUde of
the  effect.of actual drqp diameter on the accuracy of measurement  of 
drop diameter,  calculations have been made based on the  physical 
dimensions (+, l-l/k-, I/*, and 1/8-inch diameters) of the Ames 
Aeronautical  Laboratory  apparatus. These calculations  were  based on 
the  assumption of a maxirmnn err& of 2 5  percent in the  determ5nation 
of the  amount of water  intercepted by each  cylinder. The results 
are presented as cur- A in figure 2 which  represents  the maxirmnn 
error  to be expected in the  determination of mean-effective drop 
size  if .the water  interceptions  can  be  relied  upon  to 25 percent. 
It  is seen that  the  percentage  error  increases  with an ncrease in 
the  actual  mean-effective drop size; for example, in  the  most 
commofiy experienca dropdhmeter 'range'in icing conditions (10 to 
20 microns)  the maximum error in  the  determination of me-ffective 
drop  diameter  would  range f rom 4 to 9 percent;  whereas for the lmger 
drop  Size8 ( 4 0  microns) a maximum er ror  of 30 percent would result. 
The  error in the  determination of meaneffective drop diameter 
by the  rotating-cylinder  method  can be reduced  by  increasing  the 
diameters of the cylinders, and thus  providing a larger  spread  to 
the values of weight of water  intercepted  per  unit  projected ar a
of cylinder.  Curve B of figure 2 presents the calculated  error for 
four  cylinders all twice  the  diameter of the Ames Aeronautical 
Laboratory  cylinders,  and  again  based on the  assumption of a 
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>percent error in the  measurement of the  weight of water  inter- 
cepted. It can be sham that fo r  a given  desired  accuracy,  which 
would  be  obtained  with a specified  set of cylinders far a me- 
effective  diameter of D, the same accuracy  cazl be  obtained  at 
i D f l  if  the  cylinder  sizes  are  doubled. Thus, lckpercent  accuracy 
e t  22 microns  (curve A, ffg. 2) can  be  increased  to  10-percent 
accuracy  at 31 microns ( 2 2 f i )  by doubling  the  cylinder  size  (curve 
B, fig. 2). For accurate  measurement  above 35 microns  it would 
appear that  the  diameter of the  largest  rotating cylinaer should  be 
greater  than 3 inches. . .. . 
The drop-size  distribution  is  determined by & comparison of 
the shape of the curve  obtained by plotting  the  logarithm of the rate 
of water  interception  per  unit  area  against the  logarithm of the 
cylinder  diameter with a eet of theoretical  curve8  calculated for 
five  different  arbitrarily  specified dropsize distributions. (See 
reference 6 . )  since  the  data  points are  somewhat  scattered  and 
fYequently  can  be  fitted o several of the  calculated  curves with 
equal facility,  the  method  does not represent a precise m e a n s  for 
the  determFnation of dropsize distribution. 
Duration of a eimle readlnq.-Experience  indicates  that an 
exposure  time of 1 to 5.minutes  appears  to  be a r asonable  campromise 
between  the  desirability of collecting enough ice  to  reduce  weighing 
errms (percentage) and collecting  too  much  which  changes  the c y l b  
der  size, and possibly  the ahape. 
Advantanes.- 
1. The rotating  cylinder  technique  represents t he  most 
accurate and dependable method for  the  determination of liquid- 
water  content and mean-effective  drop  size  derived  to  date. 
2. The cylinders collect  ice in the same manner as 
airplane ccanponents so that,  even  if  the  absolute  values of 
the  data are incorrect,  they are s t i l l  useful qualitatively for  
design purpose, provfded everyone w e 8  the same basis. 
3. Operation of the  rotating  cylinders  is very reliable 
because of the  lack of technical  complexity. 
4, The  method  is  adaptable  to  flight use. 
Dieadvantages .- 
1. Analysis of the  cylinaer  data  provides an integrated 
record  over  the  period of exposure;r  therefore, maxFmum 
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instantaneous values cazlnot be segregated from the  results. 
2. The method requires one operator full time. 
3. Work-q of the data is  sanewhat laborious, and the 
results are not available until some t h e  after the flights. 
4. The cylinders and attendant apparatus are bulky and 
di f f icu l t  t o  use in pressure cabim. 
5. The method tends toward inaccuracy at me-ffective. 
drop diameters above 35 microns unless quite large cylinders 
are used. 
6 .  Dropsiz&istribution  data  calculated frcm the 
cyllnder data are unreliable. Checks d e  with four cylinders 
of equel sfze,  aa suggested in reference 4, show an average 
variation sufficlLent t o  make an actual B distrfbution  (refer- 
ence 6 )  appear as a D distribution. 
Remarks.- The method has assumed the  position of a standard 
against which other instruments are calibrated, and is apt t o  remain 
so Until replaced by a device  based on operating  principles which 
m e  considered, or proved, t o  be more fundamental and re l iable  than 
the  theory behina the rotating  cylinders. 
Fixed  Cylinder 
Factor measured.- The fixed cylinder is employed for the deter- 
mination of the maxirmnn drop diameter. 
Principle of operation aSa description.- The area of imping- 
ment of water drops on a nonrotating cylinder is  taken as an 
indication of the maximm diameter of the drops present. A large 
cylinder is used t o  assure a collection  efficiency less than 100 
percent. C)ne form of the devlce consists of a 4"incMiameter 
cylinder with blueprint paper stretched over the surface. (See 
fig.  3 and reference 3. ) The cylinder is exposed fo r  a brief period 
of time and the area of impingement, easily  discernible on the blue- 
print  paper, provides an indication of the maxirmrm. diameter of the 
drops which were present in s u f f i c i e n t   q w t i t y  t o  leave a trace. 
Another form cansists of a cylinder with markings on the surface 
which are  used to estimate the extent of the ice accretion. The 
accretion is removed periodically by rotating  the  cylinder  against 
a Imife-edge scraper. (See fig. 4 and refer'ence 4. ) 
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Range and accuracy.- Ae discussed In reference 4, conaiderable 
discrepancy has been noted between the mimum drop diameter as 
indicated by the  fixed  cylinder and that computed from the  rotating- 
cylinder data. This discrepancy is again present in  the  1947-48 
meteorological data obtained during the-C-46 airplane icing opera” 
t i o m  by the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory a& h a i n o t  been resolved 
a t  the present writing. The m a t  probable source of error in the 
d e t e r a t i o n  of the maximum drop diameter by the  fixed-cylinder 
method is the measurement of the extent of th3 ice accretion on the 
cylinder. Thie extent is c o m n l y  expressed ae the included angle 
26 between the two radii of the cylinder which define the extrem- 
i t i e s  of the ice accretion. To obtain s,n indication of the effect  
of an error in the determination of 8 on the value of maximum drop 
diameter, calculations have been made for €t !+incMiamster cylinder 
and an assumd maximum error of 5O in the value of 8 .  The result 
of these computations i e  presented as curve C in figure 2, whlch 
represents the maximum percent error   in   the marimurn drop diamster 
for a error in  8 .  On the basis of curve C in figure 2, it 
would appear reas6haIle t o  assign the following accurauies t o  a 
>inch fixed cylinder: 
Actual maximum drop diameter Merrcirmun msasurement error, 





A t  the present time it appears that the principal source of 
error In the fixed-cylinder method as used at Ames Aeromutical 
Laboratory during 1948 (fig. 4) lies in the inabili ty of the observer 
t o  detect the extreme edge of the ice formation. Another con t r ibb  
t ing  factor is probably the effect of the  sl ight change in profile 
due t o  t h e  presence of the ice layer. Reasomble agreenmnt between 
t h e   r o t a t w y l i n d e r  and fixed-cylinder data may be obtained by 
adding a constant  correction of to  the observed value of 8 ,  
Them considerations suggest that the method of meamring the angle 
by meana of 8 trace on blueprint paper (fig. 3)  is more accurate and 
dependable than by vieual observation of the ice  formation. The 
range of the device is limited only by the practical aepsct of the 
maximum cylinder size that can be employed in  arry projected investi- 
gat ion. 
Duration of a single reading.- The form of the device sham i n  
figure 3, wing blueprint paper, requires an exposure period o f  from . 
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2 t o  30 secoqds depending on the severity of the icing conditione. 
With the form shown in  figure 4 a longer period, usually from 1 t o  
5 minutes, is required in  order t o  allow the formation of sufficient 
Ice t o  be observed visually. 
Advantages .- 
1. The method is based on reliable and simple theory. 
2. The apparatus is mechanically simple, and easy t o  
operate, so a record is practically assured. 
Disadvantanes .- 
1. Recording of the data from the  fixed  cylinder  requires 
constant  attention by the operator. 
Remarks.- Thie device should give good values of maximum drop 
diameter, and the discrepancy between its indications and those f r o m  
the ro ta t ing  cylinders should be eliminated as soon as possible in 
order  that  both can be ueed w i t h  confidence. 
Rotatlq+Diak  Icing-Rate Meter 
Factor measured.- The rotating disk is uti l ized f o r  the 
continuous measurement of l i q u i d a t e r  content. 
Principle of operation a d  description.- A thin disk atout 2 
inches in   diamter ,  1/8 inch thick a t  the center, and beveled t o  
1/32 inch at the edge is mounted w i t h  the plane of the disk  parallel  
to  the direct ion of the free stream. (See fig. 5.) The disk is 
rotated at about two revolutions per minute. The thickness of the 
ice  accretion on the rim is continuously  indicated by a feeler at 
the back of the disk and the  accretion is then removed by a scraper 
located behind the thickness feeler. Observations of the profile 
of ice collected while the disk was e t a t i e  indicate that 95 
percent of the ice is collected in an angle of Z O O ,  thus the 
effective exposure tim at a rotat ion  ra te  of txo rpm is about 10 
seconds. On the Amas Aeronautical Laboratory i n s t r w n t   t h e   f e e l e r  
i s  located lkko fromthe forward point, giving rise t o  a lag of 12 
seconds a t  two rpm. use of a vEcriable rate of rotation, fo r  example, 
f r o m  one-third t o   f i v e  rpm, would give more accurate msaeurement of 
very low values of water content and a more  detailed  record  during 
periods of heavy icing. The effective exposure time would then vary 
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from 1 minub t o  4 seconds. &re detailed information is contained 
i n  references 7 and 8. 
Range  and aacuracy.- The  motion of the  feeler is actuslly an 
indication of the rate of ice  accretion on the r i m  of the disk. 
This indication can be converted t o  a continuous record of liquid- 
water content by assuming, or obtaining empirically, the ratio E/p 
where E represents the collection efficiency of the disk and p 
the density of the ice accretion. Baed on 150 simultaneous readings 
of the  rotating  disk and the  rotating  cylinders,  for t h e  same expo- 
BUTB time, an average value of 1.1 fo r  E/p has been eetabliehsd.a 
The d r o p e i z e  range during these 150 readings varied from 8 t o  50 
mfcrons. The value of 1.1 i8 an arithmetic average, with the root 
mean square deviation being 0.22 and the  mximum deviation between 10 
and 40 microns being 0.6. It should be pointed out that the maaswed 
values of E/p a r e  influenced by errors in the rotating-cylinder 
observations and errors due t o  the d i f f tcu l t ies  i n  synchronization; 
hence, the actual variation of E/p i s  probably considerably l ese  
than indicated by these data. Baeed on thBee result8 it l e  believed 
t h a t  the w e  of a constant value of E/p equal t o  1.1 would result 
in   the computation of values of liquid-water content with a probable 
error of il2 percent or less over the entire icing range of table I 
reference 5. 
Duration of a single reading.- The  rotating disk  provides a 
continuous record of the average liquid-water content over an 
effective interval of about lO-seconds when operated a t  two rpm. 
When operated at variable s p e d ,  t he  effective exposure time should 
be adjustable *om 1 minute t o  4 or 5 seconds. 
Advantages .- 
1. The rotating-disk icing meter provides a COntfnUOW 
indication of liquid-rJater content w i t h  reaeonable accuracy 
Over the drop-diameter range associated with icing conditione. 
2. The i n s t r m n t  is re l iable  and can be COnVert0d readily 
t o  a recording device. 
3 .  The Instrument is adaptable to   f l i gh t  w e .  
Dieadvantame .- 
1. The rotating-diek icing mter actually indicate8 rate 
%&a obtained during the 1847-48 icing research flights conducted 
O f  icing inatead of the more desirable fundmntal factor, 
by the Ames Aeronautical Laboratory. 
l i q u i d a t e r  content. Further verification of the independence 
of the device with respect t o  drop s i z e ,  for  all pzwstical 
purposes, is desirable. 
2. The lag of the instrument is somewhat large for   the 
ideal determination of maximum Instantaneous conditions. 
Remarks.- This device holds more promise tw any other cur- 
rently available inatrunvsnt f o r  the s ta t f s t i ca l  measurement of 
liquid-ter content. The rotating disk could be used i n  conjunction 
w i t h  som device f o r  the continuous recording of the average drop 
diazneter (such as the   vis ibi l i ty  meter t o  be discussed l a t e r )   t o  
provide the basis fo r  a s t a t i s t i c a l  study of icing conditione. Dr. Houghton has indicated that the rotating disk  with which he 
was fami- did not possess the necessa3.y ruggedness and re l iab i l i ty  
to qualify it 8s a statistical instrument. However, experience 
gained by the Ames Aeronautical Iaboratory during the lgk7-@ icing 
operations, w i t h  an instrument of somewhat different  design f r o m  that 
used by Dr. Houghton, indicated that the device held considerable 
promise f o r  the collection of s t a t i s t i ca l  data. As purely a research 
instrument it is the most reliable development to  date which could 
provide a detailed  record of raziations in  l i qu idea te r  content. 
Capillary  Collector 
Factor measured.- The capillary  collector was  develope3 for the 
determination of the liquid-water content of clouds. 
Principle of operation and descripkion.- A porow head is  
exposed to   the cloud and, by the application of suction  to  the aft 
side of the head, water collecting on the folward side is drawn 
through the porous material. The relation between the amount of 
water passing through the head in  unit  time and the fie-tream 
1iquid”water content is established by calibration under controlled 
conditions. In the original collector, as concefved by Dr. B. Vonnegut 
of M.I.T., references 7 ami 8, the rate of water collection was 
obtained by the visual  observation of the movement of an air bubble 
i n  a calibrated capillasyo In a more recent developmsnt of the 
instrqnent by the General Electric Company, references 9 and 10, the 
collected water is deposited on a continuously moving glase  tape, 
impregnaked with methylene blue dye powder. The width of the trace 
on the tape is proportional t o  the  rate of water interception by the 
head. The General Efeotric instrument is shown in figure 6.  
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Ranue and accuracy.- The authors have had no personal experience 
w i t h  the use of the capillary collector. Drs. Houghton and Schaefer 
concur in  stating that  the instrument provides satisfactory and 
reliable readings in clouds above freezing. The specific range and 
accuracy of the data which lead t o  this camon conclusion w a ~  not 
stated. Under icing conditions the collecting head requires heat- 
which, in turn, introduces evapora-tive errors. Dr. Houghton describes 
these errors as serious. Dr. Bchaefer does not mention the evapor- 
tive error specifically, but states, "We have not concerned ourselves 
with its operation under icing conditions because of the  difficult ies 
involved. 
Duration of a sinnle read-.- The instrument provides a co> 
tinuous record of the liquiikwater content. 
Advantages .- 
1. The capillary collectm provides for the continuous 
automatic record- of liquid.-water content at temperatures 
above freezing. 
2. The instrument is  relatively simple in operation and 
is dependable. 
3. Accurate measurements a t  temperatures above freezing 
are provided. 
4. The instrument is adaptable t o  flight w e .  
Disadvantages .- 
1. Evaporative errore seriously ccanplicate the use of the 
instrument in icing conditions. 
Remarks.- A t  the present time the instrument represents a very 
useful research tool at temperatures above freezing. Thus, the use 
of the rotating disk below freezing and the  capillary  collector 
above freezing would provide a continuous record of vmiation in 
liquid-rwater content. 
Rainbow Recorder 
Factors measured.- The instrument was develqped by the Ames 
Aeronautical Laboratory t o  provide u continuous record of liquid-water 
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content, average drop diameter based on projected areas, and d r o p  
size  distribution. 
Principle of operation and descriptim.- The instrument is 
based on the rainbmforming properties of .water drops. A hie 
intensity, modulated beam of light is projected into the air stream 
oscillating mirror. The varying intensity of the rainbow light is  
recorded. From a plo t  of intensity against mirror angle, and the 
basic optical theory of the rainbow, values of liquid"water content, 
average drop diameter, and drap-size  distribution can be ccmq)uted. 
For the Ames instrument, figure 7"and reference ll, the rainbow 
scanning rate is 1/2 second. 
' containing droplets, and the rainbuw produced is scapned by an 
Range and accuracy.- Theoretically, the instrument should be 
usable f o r  the entire range of icing conditions in table I, refer- 
' ence 5. A C ~ U ~ U ~ ,  d i f f icul t ies  in operation have resulted- in very 
f e w  usable flight records. These problsms are associated w i t h  
excessive background light,  and discontinuities in  the cloud 
structure experienced in fl ight.  During ground t es t s  of the Instrw 
ment, where the  deleterious eff ects of background light and cloud 
variation have been ellmj,,ted or m-rtl-im-lzed, the records f r o m  the 
rainbow recorder have been mch more encouraging than those  obtaiqed 
in flight. In one such test, the recorder was operated at night an 
a mountain in a fairly consistent fog. Photograph were taken of 
the drops t o  obtain drop size, and the  liquid water was separated 
from a h o r n  quantity of the   a i r  by mechanical means. The results 
frm these two procedures were in reasonably g o d  agreement with 
those computed from the rainbow records. lk mother test, the 
instrument was operated in a darkened room containing a cloud formed 
by a water spray. Although the actual value of the liquid-water 
content and the drop size of the spray were not known, the rainbow 
recorder produced light-intensity curves of the general shape 
predicted by theory. It is estimated that basically the instrument 
could produce data in  flight accuPate t o  5 0  percent for  average 
drop diameter and Ll.5 percent fo r  1iquia"Vater content i f  operatian 
similar t o  that experienced in the cloud chamber, could be achieved. 
Although the instrument is theoretically capable of measuring d r o p  
s ize  distribution, it is not consiaered l ikely that this can be 
achieved in practice. 
Duration of a single r e n d . -  The elapsed time for one complete 
record  with  the Ames Aeronarrtical Laboratory instrument is 1/2 
second. 
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Advmtmes. - 
1. Potentially, the instrument could provide, in flight, 
a cmtinuous automatic recording of 1iquia”Water content, and 
average axe8 drop size. 
2. The air stream is not disturbed by the instrument. 
Disadvantages .- 
1. The device is electrically cmplicated. 
2. A t  the present scanning rate of the Ames Aeronautical 
Laboratory instrument (1/2 sec), the rate of variation of 
liquid-ter content and drop size in some clouds precludes 
the procurement of a satisfactory  record. 
3. Variations in background light in  clouds seriously 
affect the readings. 
4. A t  present, the instrument requires continuous attention 
by personnel skilled in electronics. 
5. The instrument w i t h  attendant apparatus is bulky. 
R e m a r k . -  Po ten t i f ly ,  this is a very desirable instrument 
because so mch information can be obtained frm one record. It 
also has the advantage of not requiring any protuberance into the 
a i r  stream. Although its present limitations restrict its hnedi- 
a te  use for flight testing,  the instrument might prove useful where 
these restrictions do not apply or are minimized; f o r  example, for 
measuring liquid--water content and drop s i z e  for the flow of a 
relatively uniform cloud in a dark duct such as an icing w i n d  tunnel, 
or the inlet ducting to a turbine engine in simulated icing tests. 
Under conditions of no background light a sfmple device based on a 
light source and a camera might suffice. Ln any further development 
of this type of instrument, an investigation of the corona rather 
than the rainbow mfght be profitable since the cmona is 10,000 
times .as intense as the rainbow. 
Dew-Polnt Recorder 
Factor measured.- The de-point recarder provides data from 
which the free-water content of a cloud can be calculated. 
" 
Principle of operation and d8Bcription.- A representative 
sample of the cloud is inducted, heated t o  evaporate all of the 
free water (liquid water plus snow) present, and the dew point of 
the sample is measured. -om this  reading and the fie-tream 
temperature, the fre-ter content of the air stream can be calcrc 
lated. The d e w o i n t  recorder is designed t o  provide a continuous 
record of the dew point of the heated sample. The sample fs caused 
t o  impinge on a mirror surface, the temperature of which is continrc 
ously regulated to maintain equilibrium conditions at the dew pofnt. 
Control of the heating and cooling cycle is effected by utiLizing 
the f irst  signs of dew forming cm the mirror surface as a signal 
t o  turn on the heating current. The surface temperature is measured 
with a thermocouple. Further details are available in reference 12, 
and the instrument of that reference is shown in figure 8. 
Ranue and accurac;E.- The accuracy with which 1iquiCwater 
content can be conq>uted f r o m  the d m o i n t  recorder readings is 
directly  proportional t o  the accuracy with whfch the  difference 
between the free-air temperature and the dew point of the free- 
stream a i r  can be measured. Experience fn icing flights by the 
Ames Aeronautical Laboratory has s h m  that, f o r  the relatively low 
values of liquid-water content associated with icing conditions, the 
required degree of accuracy of temperature measurement is prohibitive. 
Duration of a sFnnle read-.- The instrument provides a 
continuous record. 
Advantages. - 
1. The instrument operates and records automatically. 
Disadvantwes..- 
1. The accuracy required in the determination of the dew- 
point and fres-air t eqe ra twes  for the crgnputation of liquid- 
water content in icing conditions is t o o  great. 
2. The  dew point is not always clearly indicated, and is 
sometimes confused with the ice point. 
3. Difficulties are encountered in obtaining a repre8enL 
ative sample. 
Remarks.- The percentage accuracy of this m e t h o d  of dete- 
t ion of fre-ater content decreases w i t h  the decrease of water 
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content experienced as temperatures are reduced, The accuracy is 
not considered acceptable for measurements in icing conditions. The 
instrument produces reasonably accurate readings at  tarperatures 
above freezing and could prove useAzl in that range. 
Visibi l i ty  Meter 
Factor measured.- This instrument measures the t o t e l  projected 
area of cloud drops per unit volume of air, which is proportional t o  
the  ra t io  of the l i q u i d a t e r  content t o  the average drop diameter 
based on projected  areas. 
Principle of oueration and descriution.- Operatian i s  based on 
the degree of absorption of light by water drops in  the  path between 
a light source and a receiver. The reduction of illumination 
observed by the  receiver is inversely proportional to   the ratio of 
the average drop diameter based on projected  area t o  the  liquid- 
w a t e r  content. If either of these quantities is measured simult- 
8 neously by other means, the other quantity can be obtained From the 
v is ib i l i ty  meter record. An instrument based on the visibility 
principle is described in  reference 13, a,nd shown in figure 9. 
.. 
Range and accuracy.- The authors have had no experience with . 
th i s  instrument. Dr. Eoughton offers the following remarks: "This 
is basically a simple and reliable instrument. However, m89y 
problems arise i n  designing one suitable for me on aircraft. It 
should be particularly useful as an over-all check of dependable 
measurements of drop s i z e  and liquid-ater content. If a satis- 
factory mechanical and electrical  design can be achieved, it should 
be a reliable and uaeful research instrument. The time lag can be 
made very small and can be adjusted  electrically  to any desired 
value . " , 
Duration of a single reading.- The instrument provides a 
continuous record. 
Advantwes . - 
1. A continuous record is supplied automatically. 
2. Operation of the instrument is based on simple 
principles . 
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1. A n  indication of the ratio betwean two factors is 
provided, w h i l e  the absolute d u e s  of each factor are the 
more desirable  quantities t o  measure. 
2. The device is moderately complicated electrically. 
Remarks.- The main d u e  of this instrument lies in i ts  potential 
u6e in conjunction  with same continuously  recordfng  liquiddater 
content device (such as the rotating disk) in the   s ta t i s t ica l  deter- 
mination of liquid+ter content and average drop size.  The inst- 
ment might also prove useful as an independent check on other   instrw 
mnt s  used t o  provide liquid+water content and dropsize  readings. 
Sooted Slides 
Factor measured.- The s o o t e h l i d e  technique is used primarily 
f o r  the determfnebtfon of d r a p s i z e  distribution. 
Princiule of a e r a t i o n  and de8cri~tion.- A small glass sl ide 
covered with soot is momentarily eqosed t o  fre-tream conditions. 
Drops impinging on the  slide  leave a trace and the drop diameters 
are calculated from this record. The time of erposure is very 
short, in the order of 1/100 second. One devfce used in flight 
(reference 7) for e m s i n g  the sooted slide t o  the air stream is  
shown in f igure 10. lh this device a sooted slide about 3/16 inch 
square is supported (by means of a epecial mount not shown in  
f ig .  10) in the cylindrical cavity between the jaws of the shutter. 
The instrrrment is held in the sir stream and the trigger pulled. 
The jaws then quickly open and close, exposing the slide f o r  821 
instant t o  the air stream. Further information on the detafls 
of t h e   s o o t e h l i d e  method, and representative photographs of d rop  
impingement traces =e available  in  references 7 and 14. 
RasRe and accuracy.- The accuracy has not been established 
because the  relationship between the  sooted-slide t races and the 
s ize  of the drops making the traces, even under laboratory conditions, 
is not conrpletely established. The influence of the velocity of the 
drop at impact on the  resultast  trace  requires further investigation. 
Duration of a sinale reading.- The time of emosure of the 
slide t o  the a i r  stream is very 8-1, and can be considered a8 
instantaneous. 
L 
1. The soote&elide technique bpresents m e  of few methods 
available for measuring drop-size distribution. 
2. The method presents a quick meam of making a spot 
check of drop diameters. 
3. The method is simple in operation. 
Disadvantages .- 
1. Drops larger than 20 microns splash up- impact and 
do not leave a measurable trace. 
2. The method is inaccurate at high velocitiee. 
3. Evaluation of the data   is  very tedious. 
Remarks . -  Obtaining traces of w a t d o p  impingemante on a 
sooted slide represents a simple ana useful technique for the deter- 
mination of representative drop diameters under the proper conditicms. 
The method, however, does not repreeent a eatisfactory CLz1Bmr t o  the 
need f o r  determining drop sizes in flight. 
Drop Photography 
Factors m e a s u r e d . -  Drop photography is used primarily for 
the determination of d r q p s i z e  distribution. 
Principle of ar>eratim and de8cri~tion.- A representative sample 
of the cloud is photographed with a high-speed camera. The erposure 
on the film is actually the shadow of the drop rather than a picture 
of the drop i tsel f .  Became of the ape& of the d r o p s .  the record 
w i l l  be a lfne image with currently  available light sources unless 
a rotating prim is inserted in the optical sjretm. Guch a prism 
was used by the C a n a d i a n  N a t i o n a l  Research Council who pioneered the 
photographing of cloud droplete in flight. (See reference 15. ) The 
N a t i o n a l  Research Council equipment is ehom in  figure 11. In 
f igure  l l (b)  the light source unit is visible below the Fuselage 
just ahead of the nose wheel. 
Range and accuracy.- The writers have no erperience with this 
method of measuring d r o p e i z e  distribution. Dr. Houghton offers the 
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following: "The line images are  acceptable  if  they  are  not too 
long. At  the  magnification  necessary to resolve  the small drops, 
the  focal volume is  very small as  is a l s o  the depth  of  focus. lh 
order  to  avoid  errors  due to drops outside the focal  volume,  the 
fllumination  should be confined to the focal volume. This  is 
difficult  but  not  totally  Impossible. The final  straw is that  the 
number  of  drops in the focal  volume a t  any one  instant  is,  of  the 
order of 1 to 10 and, hence, a great number of photographs  is 
required  to  secure  sufficient da a for a dropsize distribution. 
For  these  reasons, we discarded  this  technique many years ago.'* 
Duration of a 8-8 reading.- A reading may be  obtained prw- 
t ically instantaneously. 
Advantanes .- 
1. Drop .photography  probably  represents  the most direct 
method  of  determining dropsize distribution. 
2. Operation of the  photographic  equipment  is normally 
a simple procedure. 
Disadvantanes .- 
1. A large nunder of  photographs are required. 
2. Evaluation of the data  is  very lengthy and tedious. 
3. The photographic  equipment  is  somexhat  bulky. 
Remarks.-  Although  attractive at first  sight,  the m thd has 
latent  difficulties.  Lack  of  other  reliable  methods  of  determining 
dropsize distribution may necessitate use of this  method,  but the 
development of alternate  methods  should  be  encouraged. 
Note on the  Effect of Increased  Flight  Speed 
on the  Foregoing  Remarks 
Attention  is  directed  to  the fact that  the foregoing discussion 
of icing  instruments  is  based  entirely on experience  at  flight  speeds 
below !200 miles an hour. If icbg encounters  at speeds above this 
value are proposed, the  possible  effects on the  aperation  of  the 
icing  instruments  should be considered.  Instruments  such a s  the 
rainbox  recorder and visibility  indicator are probably  not  affected 
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t o  any appreciable extent. The cylinders and rotating diek, 
however, wou ld  probably experience a blow-of'f of drops a t  -reased 
speeds with resultant errors. The possible  effects of campremi- - 
b i l i t y  and adiabatic  heating should also be considered. 
A review of &he present statu8 of refmarch on the meteorological 
factors conducive to   a i rcraf t   ic ing  reveals  two outstanding n e e b :  
(1) meam f o r  the continuous indication or recording of s im~l tansous  
valuee of liquid-water content, free-elr temperature, altitude, and, 
if possible, average and maxfmum drop s i z e ;  and (2) 31188118 for the 
s t a t i s t i c a l  determination of liquid-water content, free-air tempera- 
t u r e  , altitude, average drop size, and, if possible, maximum drop 
size. The first need i s  a bas ic  research requirement t o  supply 
further data on instantanem values of the i o i n g  parameters in order 
that the instantaneous and intermittent icing classes (see table I, 
reference 5 )  carr  be  more accurately specified. The second require- 
ment is t o  provide a broader basis for  the specification of icing 
parameters than was available in the preparation of reference 5.  
To sat isfy these needs the following recammendations are presented: 
1. Development  of the rotating disk should be continued. This 
device should prove very useful in both the formative and statisti- 
ca l  investigations jus t  dieouesed, s ime it givee evidence of be- 
capable of producing a continuous recard of liquid-water content, 
with m a l l  lag, practically independent of drop s i z e .  
2. The v i s ib i l i t y  meter ahauld be investigated a B  a possible 
e t a t i s t i c a l  inatmrment f o r  use w i t h  the rotating  disk  to provide 
average drop+ize information. 
3 .  bvelopment of the rainbow recorder as  8 potential  s i n g l e  
instrument for prwiding  both  liquid-rrater  content and dzop-ize 
data should be continued. 
4. A reliable method for the meamrement of drop-size distri- 
bution should be developed. 
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Figure 1.- R o t a t i n g ~ y l i n d e r  apparatus for t h e  meaeuremnt of liquid-uater 
content and drop 8ize during flight in icing clouds. 
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Figure 4.- Nonrotatlng, Sinch4emeter   cyl inder  f o r  the msurement of 
maximum drop diameter inicing clouds. 
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Bigure 3.- Rotating disk for the rfItX3SUrement of liquidrater aontent in icing alouds. Note ice- 
thickness feeler and ioe-ramoval scraper behind diak. 
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(a) Dhcocked positian. 
(c) Open position. 
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